Audience Voting Systems are used to gauge audience opinion, by providing detailed information about the preferences indicated by each member of the audience.

Each member of the audience is provided with a handset with which to register their vote. The handsets communicate with a dedicated base station, which provides results data for analysis and display.

We can provide both wired and wireless systems at sizes to cover most applications, which can provide multiple-choice or numerical input. Our handsets contain displays which can be programmed with information tailored to the event or production, for instance the name of the show, instructions for voting and even messages to individuals.

We have supplied voting systems to productions as diverse as Strictly Come Dancing, Odd One In and Question Time.

Applications
- Light entertainment and talent show audience votes
- Judges’ voting (e.g. Strictly Come Dancing)
- Current affairs and debate programs
- Shareholders’ meetings, AGMs
- Conferences
- Corporate presentations, product launches

Features - Wired Systems
- Immune to radio interference
- Handsets are powered via data cables
- Identifies each seated member of the audience

Features - Wireless Systems
- Systems scaleable to virtually any size
- Audience may be seated or standing
- No cables means fast rig and derig

Our voting systems return data in real-time, enabling continuous tracking of audience sentiment or giving instantaneous results to individual questions. Returned data can be displayed in studio galleries for analysis, sent directly to programme hosts or used to drive graphics, lighting and sound effects. Additionally, results can be saved to computer files to aid in compliance assessment.

Round One have many years’ experience in providing voting systems in sizes from 5 to 500. We can advise on the most appropriate solution for any application, taking into account audience size, available time, compliance and safety.

Please contact us for further details.